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Abstract: Throughout the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the United States military faced the unique difficulties of 
counterinsurgency operations, attempting to engage an enemy that strikes asymmetrically and then disappears into the 
civilian population.  The prevalence of these ambushes, frequently involving improvised explosive devices (IEDs), created a 
significant need to identify the location of enemy weapons caches and command and control (C2) cells that service such 
attacks. The capabilities of Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) provide a viable method for solving these source-
identification problems. Military analysts can use geospatial abduction to combine observations with other domain 
knowledge to identify feasible source locations for enemy activities. This paper builds on the work of Shakarian & 
Subrahmanian (2011) by examining the potential courses of action for augmenting the geospatial abductive engine that they 
developed for operations in Afghanistan. Additionally, this paper describes how their methods for geospatial abduction can 
be integrated into Army doctrine for Information Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB) through Distributed Common Ground 
System-Army (DCGS-A).  Finally, this study addresses additional military applications of geospatial abduction and discusses 
how a flexible planning tool can meet those needs.  
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1. Background: Geospatial Abduction 
 
The During the last 12 years, the United States military has been almost exclusively engaged in irregular warfare 

against a guerilla force using asymmetric tactics. Due to their inferior military capabilities, insurgent forces in Afghanistan 
and Iraq have relied heavily on IED’s and hit-and-run tactics to inflict casualties on coalition forces without exposing 
themselves to the risks of an open engagement. To combat this threat, NATO forces must attempt to locate the command and 
control (C2) nodes and weapons caches that enable these attacks. This is an arduous process, especially when dealing with 
the rough terrain and complex socio-cultural dynamics of Afghanistan. Authors Shakarian & Subrahmanian (2011) posit that 
by using geospatial abduction, intelligence analysts can better identify “Named Areas of Interest,” or NAI’s, where a High 
Value Target (HVT), might be located (Shakarian et al, 2011). 

A geospatial abduction problem involves “finding partner locations that best explain a set of observations” 
(Shakarian & Subrahmanian, 2011). Solving a geospatial abduction problem requires a set of observations and domain 
knowledge, of which there are two types. The first type of domain knowledge is information about the distances between 
observations. There are multiple methods for calculating these distances which are discussed in greater detail later in this 
paper. The second category of domain knowledge is much broader and encompasses all of the socio-cultural and terrain 
knowledge which constricts the number of possible source locations based on whether or not those areas satisfy certain 
feasibility requirements. 

Shakarian & Subrahmanian (2011) identify several applications for geospatial abduction through real-world 
examples. Geospatial abduction can be used to identify probable locations of IED caches and HVTs, track endangered 
species, identify habitats that support certain disease-carrying host animals, and even locate burglars. This paper will focus on 
the problem of finding HVT’s in the Kandahar and Helmand provinces of Afghanistan in order to explain the fundamental 
concepts of geospatial abduction and demonstrate its utility in military operations (Shakarian & Subrahmanian, 2011). 
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